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SUMMARY
Multiple reflections are usually considered as noise and many
methods are developed to attenuate them. However, similarly to
primary reflections, multiple reflections are created by subsurface
reflectors and contain the reflectivity information. We can im-
age multiples, regarding the primaries as the source. Traditional
source-receiver migration assumes that the source is impulse func-
tion. I generalize the source-receiver migration to an arbitrary
source, and apply it to the migration of multiple reflections. A
complex synthetic data is used to test the theory. Results show that
my multiple migration algorithm is effective for imaging the mul-
tiple contaminated data.

INTRODUCTION

Multiple reflections are traditionally regarded as noise andattenu-
ated (Verschuur and Berkhout, 1997; Guitton et al., 2001). How-
ever, some works have treated multiple reflections as signaland
tried to image them. Reiter et al. (1991) image deep-water mul-
tiples applying Kirchoff scheme. Sheng (2001) migrated multi-
ples in CDP data applying crosscorrelogram migration. Berkhout
and Verschuur (1994) and Guitton (2002) image the multipleswith
shot-profile migration. Brown (2002) jointly image the primaries
and multiples with least-square methods. In this paper, I present
source-receiver migration for multiples. I calculate pseudo-primary
gather by cross-correlating primary with multiple at the surface,
and run a traditional source-receiver migration algorithmwithout
any change on the pseudo-primary data to get the image.

Biondi (2002) derived the equivalence between shot-profilemi-
gration and source-receiver migration, given the assumption that
the source is an impulse function, the image condition is cross-
correlation, and one-wave downward continuation method isused
for wavefield propagation. Shan and Zhang (2003) generalized
the traditional source-receiver migration for arbitrary source, and
demonstrated the equivalence between shot-profile migration and
source-receiver migration. As a special case of generalized source-
receiver migration, multiple migration has a complicated source–
the primary reflection wavefield, so multiple migration is a good
numerical test for the equivalence between shot-profile migration
and source-receiver migration.

In this paper, I review the theory of the generalized source-receiver
migration and give the algorithm to create pseudo-primary data for
multiple migration. I present poststack and prestack multiple mi-
gration of a 2-D synthetic data, and compare the migration result
with the migration of original data.

THEORY

Traditional source-receiver migration assumes that the source is an
impulse function and the migration is based on the survey sinking.
Source-receiver migration downward continues the CMP gather
P(x ,h,z,ω) into the subsurface by the Double Square Root equa-
tion
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wherex is midpoint,h is half offset,xs is the source point,xr is
the receiver point,vs = v(xs ,z) andvr = v(xr ,z). It images by ex-
tracting the wavefield at zero subsurface offsetP(x ,h = 0,z,ω) and
adding along all frequencies. In the generalized source-receiver
migration, instead of using CMP gather of the recorded data di-
rectly, cross-correlation between sourceD(xD ,z = 0,ω,s) and re-

ceiverU (xU ,z = 0,ω,s) wavefields at surface are extrapolated into
the media. Namely, the wavefield to be downward continued by the
Double Square Root equation is

P(x ,h,z = 0,ω) =

∑

s

U (xU ,z = 0,ω,s)D̄(xD ,z = 0,ω,s) (2)

wherex = (xU + xD)/2, h = (xU − xD )/2 ands means an areal
shot. When the source is an impulse function, the cross-correlation
between source and receiver wavefields is exactly the CMP gather
of recorded data and the generalized source-receiver migration al-
gorithm is exactly same as the traditional source-receivermigra-
tion.

Source-receiver migration of multiple reflections is a special case
of generalized source-receiver migration, in which the source wave-
field is the primary reflection and the receiver wavefield is the cor-
responding multiple reflection. The wavefield to be downwardcon-
tinued is the cross-correlation between primary+multipleand mul-
tiple. Since it behaves very similarly to a primary, I call itpseudo-
primary data. There are two steps for source-receiver migration
of multiples. First, pseudo-primary data are calculated bycross-
correlating the primary+multiple with multiple reflections at the
surface. Second, traditional source-receiver migration is run on the
pseudo-primary data. Figure 1 illustrates the principle ofsource-
receiver migration of multiples. The phase of the trace at (x ,h) of
pseudo-primary data is exactly same as a trace at (x ,h) from CMP
gather of primary, if we would have put a source atxD and a re-
ceiver atxU .
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Figure 1: Left: Two traces in originally recorded data. The trace at
xD records the primary reflection travel timet1 of xS → R1 → xD .
The trace atxU records the multiple reflection travel timet1 + t2
of xS → R1 → X D → R2 → xU . Right: The trace of pseudo-
primary data related to tracexD andxU . The trace at (x ,h) is the
cross-correlation between tracexD and tracexU , wherex , h are
mid-point and half offset ofxD andxU respectively.

Zero-offset data is very important in amplitude work, but itis never
recorded in real survey. we can get the zero-offset dataset from the
pseudo-primary data very easily. In equation (2), letxU = xD = x ,
we can get the zero-offset surface dataset

P(x ,h = 0,z = 0,ω) =

∑

s

U (x ,z = 0,ω)D̄(x ,z = 0,ω). (3)

The zero-offset dataset from pseudo-primary data provide real in-
formation aboutz0 reflectivity. Figure 2 illustrates the way to get
zero-offset surface dataset of pseudo-primary data. The phase in-
formation of the zero-offset dataset of the pseudo-primarydata is
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Figure 2: Left: One trace in originally recorded data. The trace
at x has two impulse. The first one records the travel time of pri-
mary reflectiont1: xS → R1 → x and the second one records the
travel time of multiple reflectiont2: xS → R1 → x → R2 → x .
Right: Zero-offset dataset of pseudo-primary data. The trace in
the pseudo-primary data is the cross-correlation of the trace in left
figure with itself. The traveltime of impulse in the trace is double
traveltime betweenx andR2.

exactly same as the zero-offset gotten if we would have put a source
and receiver atx .

SYNTHETIC DATA EXAMPLE

In this section, I test my theory of multiple migration on a modi-
fied version of the 2.5-D Amoco dataset (Etgen and Regone, 1998;
Dellinger et al., 2000), which was also used for shot-profilemigra-
tion of multiple reflections (Guitton, 2002).

Figure 3 shows the velocity model of the Amoco dataset. In thesur-
vey, a 500 meters water layer is added and 32 shots are computed
with a split-spread geometry (Guitton, 2002).

Figure 3: The velocity model for the synthetic data.

Pseudo-primary for multiple migration
Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the algorithm to create the pseudo-
primary data for multiple migration. I cross-correlate theprimary+
multiple with multiple at surface and extract the zero-offset dataset
and one shot dataset for comparison.

Figure 4 shows the zero-offset dataset from both originallyrecorded
dataset and pseudo-primary dataset.the zero-offset dataset is very
coarse, since only 32 shots are recorded in the original dataset,
while the zero-offset dataset from pseudo-primary data is continu-
ous, since every trace in the originally recorded data can bea areal
shot in pseudo-primary data. Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 2,

the zero-offset dataset from pseudo-primary data is very similar to
the originally recorded data.

Figure 5 displays the comparison between one shot from originally
recorded data and from pseudo-primary data. Although the pseudo-
primary shot is pretty noisy, it has similar structure to theshot from
the original data.

Migration for zero-offset multiple reflections
It is interesting that cross-correlation between primary reflection
and multiple reflection can provide real zero-offset dataset, which
can be processed by poststack migration. Figure 6 display the post-
stack migration of the zero-offset dataset of pseudo-primary data.
The migration result is pretty noisy because only one offsetdata is
used while usually all offsets data are stacked after NMO in post-
stack migration. But we can still dig out the subsurface structure
from the image. We can get the top and bottom of the salt, and the
flat line below the salt.

Figure 4: Zero offset dataset. Above: The zero offset dataset of
originally recorded data. Below: The zero offset dataset ofpseudo-
primary data.

Source-receiver migration for multiple reflections
For comparison, I migrate the primaries with Fourier finite differ-
ence for the Double Square Root equation (Zhang and Shan, 2001),
and the migration result is presented in Figure 7. There are alot of
hyperbolas because the shots recorded are very sparse. I migrate
the multiple reflection using both split-step method for theDouble
Square Root equation (Popovici, 1996) and Fourier finite differ-
ence for the Double Square Root equation, in which the average
velocity is used for reference velocity. The migration results are
present in Figure 8 and Figure 9. The migration result of multiple
(Figure 8,9)is similar to primary(Figure 7), although the migration
of primary is sharper and less noisy.

It is not easy to separate the multiple from original data in prac-
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Figure 5: One shot dataset at 16000m. Left: One shot dataset of
primary with multiples. Right: One shot dataset of pseudo-primary
data.

tice. And the separation costs a lot of computation time. Instead
of cross-correlating the primary+multiple with multiple,I cross-
correlate the whole recorded data (primary+multiple) withitself
and then run source-receiver migration. Figure 10 presentsthe mi-
gration result. The cross-correlation between primary reflection
and primary reflection does add some noise to the image. We
can see the fake reflector, which is mainly caused by the cross-
correlation between water bottom reflection and the reflection be-
low water bottom in primary. Nevertheless, the image is inter-
pretable.

The amplitude of primary reflection at different location and dif-
ferent time are different. So the multiple reflection have differ-
ent amplitude source. It is important to do amplitude balance for
the pseudo-primary data before migration. I apply deconvolution
(Claerbout, 1999) instead of cross-correlation at the surface data,
namely the pseudo-primary data for source-receiver migration are
calculated by

P(x ,h,z = 0,ω) =

∑

s

U (xU ,z = 0,ω,s)D̄(xD ,z = 0,ω,s)

D(xD ,z = 0,ω,s)D̄(xD ,z = 0,ω,s)+ ε2
.

(4)
Figure 11 show the migration result while deconvolution is used for
creating pseudo-primary data. Besides the amplitude balancing, it
also has better resolution.

CONCLUSIONS

I have shown the theory of source-receiver migration for multiple
reflections, regarding the primaries as source. The 2-D complex
synthetic data test prove that multiples can be correctly imaged
with the generalized source-receiver migration method andprovide
structural information of the subsurface.
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Figure 6: Poststack migration of zero_offset dataset.

Figure 7: Migration result of originally recorded data.

Figure 8: Imaging of multiples by split-step of DSR.

Figure 9: Imaging of multiples by FFD of DSR.

Figure 10: Migration of cross-correlation between pri-
mary+multiple and primary+multiple.

Figure 11: Imaging of multiples after amplitude balance.


